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Dear friends of Survey Solutions,  

Version 5.13.0, released on October 3, 2016, introduces the following features: 

 Even larger rosters, with a new maximum size of 200 rows 

 Smoother scrolling in Interviewer 

 Assorted bug fixes and performance improvements 

Even larger rosters 

Last release, 60 was the new 40. This release, 200 is the new 60. That’s right: non-nested rosters 
just got larger, again. With more than double the number or rows at their disposal, users can now 
create even larger rosters than before. For example, market price and food consumption rosters, 
which typically have more than 100 rows on paper, can now be designed as a single, large roster 
in Survey Solutions. 

While even larger rosters are now possible, there are some new restrictions for the largest 
rosters, put in place to guarantee a smooth user experience on the tablet. For rosters of 60 rows 
or less, the maximum number of questions is the still same: 500. For rosters of more than 60 
rows, however, there are two new restrictions. First, nesting is not allowed. That is, a roster 
cannot be nested inside of a roster of more than 60 rows. Second, a roster of more than 60 rows 
may contain no more than 30 questions.  

Smoother scrolling in Interviewer 

In the past, the Interviewer application would sometimes scroll slightly slowly on some devices. 
This was most often the case in sections with a large number of questions or with questions that 
have large answer sets. In the current release, we have made the scrolling behavior in Interviewer 
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much smoother. Whatever the size of the section or the complexity of the questions it contains, 
scrolling should now be quite smooth. 

Assorted bug fixes and performance improvements 
 

Behind the scenes, the development team have been hard at work improving every aspect of the 
Survey Solutions system. Some improvements may be visible through faster performance. Others 
improvements are purely technical, but nevertheless result in a more robust and reliable system. 


